Phase stability transfer across the optical domain using a commercial optical frequency comb system
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We report the frequency noise suppression of a 674 nm diode laser by phase-locking it to a 1560 nm cavity-stabilized laser, using a commercial optical frequency comb. By phase-locking the frequency comb to the narrow reference at telecom wavelength we were able to phase-coherently distribute the reference stability across the optical spectrum. Subsequently, we used one of the comb teeth as an optical reference for a 674 nm external cavity diode laser. We demonstrated the locked 674 nm laser frequency stability by comparing it to an independent cavity-stabilized laser of the same wavelength and by performing spectroscopic measurements on a dipole-forbidden narrow optical transition in a single $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion. These measurements indicated a fast laser-linewidth of 19 Hz and 16 Hz, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

Narrow linewidth laser systems, exhibiting high frequency stability, are an important tool in many scientific fields, such as precision spectroscopy and optical atomic clocks, tests of fundamental physics and gravity fields, such as precision spectroscopy and optical atomic clocks, tests of fundamental physics and gravity fields, such as precision spectroscopy and optical atomic clocks. Over the years, several technologies and methods were developed for the generation of stable optical references. The most common scheme involves phase-locking a laser source to a high-finesse and ultra stable optical cavity using electronic feedback in a Pound-Drever-Hall configuration. Such laser systems were shown to exhibit fractional frequency instabilities of a few times $10^{-16}$ in seconds of integration, ultimately limited by the thermal instability of the cavity length. Advanced cavities, developed to deliver enhanced frequency stability, are often wavelength-specific and cumbersome to setup. Being so, the motivation to distribute the phase coherence of a cavity-stabilized laser to other lasers in different domains of the optical spectrum arises naturally.

The transfer of stability between two narrow-linewidth lasers was demonstrated with the utilization of an optical frequency comb as a coherent bridge over the optical spectral gap. The heart of the scheme relies on exploiting the correlations between distinct discrete frequency modes of the frequency comb, usually referred to as frequency teeth. The relation between the comb repetition rate $f_r$, the carrier to envelope phase shift $\Delta \phi_{\text{ceo}}$ and the $n^{\text{th}}$ comb mode $\nu_n$ is,

$$\nu_n = n \cdot f_r + \frac{\Delta \phi_{\text{ceo}}}{2\pi} f_r \equiv n \cdot f_r + f_{\text{ceo}}. \quad (1)$$

It therefore follows that by phase locking $\nu_n$ to a spectrally narrow optical reference, such as a cavity-stabilized clock laser, each other comb mode $\nu_m$ will inherit the master laser phase noise spectrum, with its power scaled by $\left(\frac{f_r}{\nu_m}\right)^2$. This is provided that the lock is sufficiently fast, the carrier-envelope offset frequency is independently stabilized and any superimposed extra-cavity noise has sufficiently low power. Early frequency combs had limited servo bandwidth on the repetition frequency, resulting in poor tracking of the optical frequency reference at high frequencies. Therefore, in early demonstrations of this method, other techniques were incorporated to combat the fast phase noise of the locked comb modes, most commonly pre-stabilization of the target laser to an external optical cavity or establishing a fast feed-forward scheme to eliminate the correlated comb noise. This scheme was also used with high bandwidth frequency combs, due to excessive phase-noise at high-Fourier components of each comb mode. Using custom built combs, exhibiting high servo bandwidth, low residual phase noise and sub-Hz linewidths, high bandwidth phase stability transfer for locking ECDL lasers was demonstrated.

In this work we use a low-noise commercial comb system (Menlo Systems GmbH; FC1500-250-ULN) to transfer the phase stability of a commercially available telecom laser (Stable Laser Systems; SLS-INT-1550-200-1) to an external cavity diode laser operating at a wavelength of 674 nm. By comparing this laser against a different, cavity-stabilized, laser at 674 nm we were able to estimate the laser fast-linewidth to be $<20$ Hz, reaching a fractional frequency stability of $<3 \cdot 10^{-15}$ (corresponding to sub-Hz drifts) after $1$ s. We later used this laser for a spectroscopic measurement of the $5S_{1/2} \rightarrow 4D_{5/2}$ optical clock transition in $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ trapped ion, as a further examination of the stabilized laser spectral properties.

EXPERIMENT

Our experimental setup is outlined in Fig. including the phase-transfer scheme and the set-up used for comparisons of the comb-stabilized laser at 674 nm with a cavity-stabilized laser operating at the same wavelength (hereafter referred to as the reference laser), and with the clock transition of a single trapped $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$ ion.

The master laser, a commercial laser source at 1560 nm...
FIG. 1: Experimental setup scheme. The master laser is a 1560 nm laser stabilized to a high finesse ULE cavity using PDH technique. The two comb RFs, $f_{\text{ceo}}$ and $f_{\text{rep}}$, are extracted by using a f-2f interferometer and an optical heterodyne beat of the master laser and one of the comb tooth, respectively. The clock laser is a 674 nm ECDL which is fed into the first port of another heterodyne detector, with the the port being fed by a portion of the comb light that was coherently converted to have peak power about 674 nm. As the comb inherits its stability from the master laser, the heterodyne signal is used to stabilize the clock laser, hence transferring the stability of the master laser to the clock laser.

is Pound-Drever-Hall locked to an Ultra-Low Expansion (ULE) glass, high finesse, Fabry-Perot cavity, with servo bandwidth of approximately 200 kHz. The comb, an erbium-doped fiber mode-locked laser oscillator, outputs a comb spectrum centered around 1560 nm, which is then amplified and split into several output ports. The carrier-envelope offset frequency, $f_{\text{ceo}}$, is locked using an f-2f interferometer [25]. Small fractions ($\approx 1$ mW) of the master laser and comb main port outputs are injected into a fiber-coupled commercial beat detection unit (BDU) through optical fibers. We employ a PLL scheme to lock the BDU output, which is the beat signal of the master laser and the closest comb tooth, to a 10 MHz GPS referenced DDS signal. The feedback loop controls $f_r$ with a 200 kHz servo bandwidth, transferring the phase stability of the master laser to the comb.

The 674 nm clock laser is an External-Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL). The laser output power is split into two paths, the first is coupled to a 5 m long fiber connected to another BDU, while the second is coupled into a 60 m fiber through a fiber noise-cancellation system. This long fiber leads to another lab where the comparison with the reference laser and the ion spectroscopy measurements have been carried out.

Comb light going into a third optical output port is fed into a nonlinear optical fiber, increasing the spectral width of the pulse so that a large portion of the optical power is spread around 1248 nm. It is then frequency doubled to produce a phase coherent comb spectrum at 674 nm, which is coupled using a short fiber into the other port of that second BDU. The output beat at 60 MHz is band-pass filtered, frequency divided and compared to a GPS referenced 10 MHz oscillating signal. Using a PLL scheme with a digital frequency phase detector we then control a fast current modulation port of the 674 nm laser diode to lock the two lasers beat, effectively reducing the laser phase noise while transferring the phase stability of the master laser to the clock laser.

To characterize the performance of our locking scheme we performed frequency beat measurements between the comb and clock lasers with the reference laser. In each case we recorded the oscillating beat signal and performed all other data processing on it. We extracted the phase noise signal from the time-dependent oscillating signal by implementing an all-digital phase noise measurement (detailed in [32]). We then used the phase noise signal to estimate the underlying power spectral density (PSD). In such way we characterized the phase noise of the comb spectral tooth at 674 nm, the free running clock laser and locked clock laser. These measurements are presented in Fig. 2.

We first inspected the phase noise signal of the comb
tooth at 674 nm, extracted from the beat with the reference laser. Since the reference laser is known to have a fast linewidth narrower than 100 Hz, we could attribute all fast phase noise in the beat signal to the frequency comb, hereby characterizing its fast phase modulations. The red solid line in Fig. 2a shows the phase-noise PSD. A dominant feature it exhibits is the large increase in phase noise around 200 kHz. This large increase is the result of two contributions: The first contribution is that of the servo-bump of the control loop locking the comb repetition rate to the master laser, and the second is the servo bump of the master laser lock to the ULE cavity. The master laser servo bumps were independently observed in a self-heterodyne measurement of the master laser. The contribution of the repetition rate servo bumps was observed in the optical comb lock error-signal. We estimate the RMS phase noise, integrated over 1 kHz - 2 MHz, to be 0.7 radian.

Next, we recorded the beat signal of the reference and clock lasers. We took two measurements; One in which the clock laser was free running and another in which it was locked to the comb tooth. The yellow (blue) solid line in Figure 2b is the PSD of the free running (locked) beat signal. It is clear that when the clock laser is locked, a substantial amount of the signal energy is concentrated around the central peak, here evaluated to be below the 1 kHz resolution limit, whereas for the free running signal the energy is spread over a larger band. The inset in Fig. 2b shows the same PSD, filtered with a 30 kHz band-pass filter and integrated over a time corresponding to a Fourier limit of 12.5 Hz. The full-width-half-max of the PSD signal is 19 Hz, placing a lower bound on the relative stability of the reference and the clock lasers.

To appreciate the spectral properties of the residual phase noise we inspected the PSD of the extracted phase noise signal. The yellow (blue) solid-line in Fig. 2b is the extracted phase noise PSD of the free-running (locked) clock laser and reference laser beat. The lock bandwidth is estimated to be roughly 0.5 MHz, limited by the clock laser modulation response. The master laser and comb servo bumps at around 200 kHz are therefore well within the loop bandwidth and are hence transferred to the clock laser from the frequency comb. Other apparent features are frequency spikes in the $10^4 - 10^5$Hz and the $3 \cdot 10^5 - 10^6$Hz frequency bands, both are likely due to electric noise in the lab ground signal, which we where unable to reduce. We measured the RMS phase noise of the locked clock laser, integrated over the same band as above, to be 2.2 radians; i.e. roughly three times larger than that of the comb tooth.

To further test the spectral properties of our clock laser we used it to drive the $|4S_{1/2}\rangle \rightarrow |4D_{5/2}\rangle$ electric-quadrupole optical clock transition of a single $^{88}$Sr$^+$ ion, trapped in a linear Paul trap. Details of the Paul-trap apparatus and the lasers involved in trapping, cooling and imaging the ion can be found in [33]. Optical clock transition spectroscopy serves to characterize the frequency noise spectrum between the clock laser and the electronic transition.

In a first experiment we performed Rabi nutation on the clock transition by tuning the laser to resonance and, at fixed laser power, scanning the pulse duration. We initiated our ion in the $|4S_{1/2}\rangle$ state, and performed 100 repetitions of each pulse time. We then used a maximum likelihood fit to extract the decay of Rabi oscillations. Rabi oscillation amplitude can decay due to different noise sources, including the laser-ion phase noise we measured in the beat measurements described above.

![FIG. 2: Estimated power spectral densities of clock laser and frequency comb. Fig. (a) present the phase noise PSD estimates for the comb tooth (red), free-running clock laser (yellow) and locked clock laser (blue). The reduction of clock laser phase noise and the effect of the comb servo bumps on the clock laser spectrum can be appreciated. The purple spectrum is the spectrum of a synthesized phase noise process we used to simulate the ion-laser interaction. Fig. (b) presents the PSD for the oscillating beat between the clock laser and the cavity stabilized laser, with the clock laser being unlocked (yellow) and locked (blue) to the frequency comb. The 0.5 MHz lock bandwidth can be seen, as well as the large sidebands at 200 kHz.](image-url)
we used a longer times by performing Rabi frequency scans. Here for fast Rabi nutations. induced phase noise and resulted in increased coherence oscillator scheme which mitigated the frequency comb. In [17], where the authors have implemented a transfer source of decoherence. A similar effect was observed with the reference laser (purple solid line in Fig. oscillator. We numerically generated a phase noise formed a numerical simulation of the Rabi nutation comb. frequency laser phase noise inherited from the frequency ter. For ease of comparison the two nutation curves are shown on a time-axis which is normal-

To test whether this assumption is correct we performed a numerical simulation of the Rabi nutation experiment. To investigate whether this relative phase noise is dominated by the laser or the ion we converted to a different spectroscopic scheme. A dominant source of noise in the |S⟩ → |D⟩ transition frequency is due to ambient magnetic noise via the first order Zeeman effect. To mitigate the resulting phase noise we performed a Ramsey spectroscopy experiment on the optical clock transition, incorporating a series of radio-frequency Magnetic Field Dynamical Decoupling (MFDD) pulses during the Ramsey wait time [34]. The magnetic susceptibility of the |S⟩ → |D⟩ transition frequency is, where ms and mD are the respective Zeeman sub-levels. The MFDD pulses coherently transfer the superposition in the S or the D manifold, between two chosen m levels, such that the resulting susceptibilities in the two cases have opposite signs. The ratio of time intervals between subsequent MFDD pulses is chosen to match the ratio of susceptibilities of the two m levels. Thus the accumulated phase due to (low frequency) magnetic field noise is reversed in each two-pulse cycle.

We performed a series of Ramsey spectroscopy experiments with different number of MFDD pulses. Figure shows both a schematic time-sequence and the results for three such experiments, using zero, one and four MFDD pulses. We started with driving the ion on the |S⟩ → |D⟩ transition, preparing an equal superposition of these states. The RF pulses where chosen to drive the |D⟩, ±1/2 ↔ |D⟩, ±3/2 transition in the 4D3/2


According to, susceptability ratio according to Eq. (2). As seen, the three measurements show an increase in coherence time as the number of MFDD pulses increases. This is an indication for a significant contribution of magnetic field noise to the overall ion-laser phase noise comparison. Adding more than three pulses did not prolong our coherence time further, implying that the remaining phase noise is not due to magnetic field noise. Using four MFDD pulses we measured a coherence time of \( \Delta \tau = 10.17 \text{ ms} \). Assuming a white frequency noise model, this corresponds to a laser linewidth of 16 Hz, relatively close to the 19 Hz obtained by beating the clock laser and the reference laser.

\[ T_1 = \frac{T}{N(1 + r)}, \quad T_2 = T_1 \cdot r. \tag{3} \]

Here, \( N \) is number of MFDD pulses and \( r \) is the susceptibility ratio according to Eq. (2).
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\caption{Ramsey spectroscopy with MFDD pulses. Figure (a) schematically depicts the experimental sequence, starting with a \( \pi/2 \) pulse on the optical transition, followed by a series of RF \( \pi \)-pulses flipping the population between the \( m_D = \pm 3/2 \) states, with the time between pulses \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) determined by the magnetic susceptibility ratio. The series is closed with a \( \pi/2 \) pulse and the ion is measured. Figure (b) shows the results for such measurement, for no MFDD Pulse (top graph), one MFDD pulse (middle graph) and four MFDD pulses (bottom graph). The increased phase coherence, manifested by the slower de-coherence rate, proves that the laser-ion combined phase noise was dominated by magnetic field noise.

\end{figure}

CONCLUSION

In this work we demonstrated the transfer of phase stability of a stable, reference at telecom wavelength across the optical spectrum to visible light at 674 nm. This scheme is especially useful when building systems in which the spectroscopy of multiple species and transitions requires narrow-linewidth lasers of multiple wavelengths. Here, the phase stability of a single reference can be conveniently distributed across optical spectral gas to multiple wavelengths. We measured the linewidth of our phase-stable laser at 674 nm by beating it against another, independently stabilized, narrow-linewidth laser and by performing precision spectroscopy of a single trapped-ion. Both measurements exhibited the linewidth reduction of the bare laser diode, with the two laser comparison indicating a linewidth 19 Hz after 8.25 ms and the spectroscopic measurement a linewidth of 16 Hz after 8 ms. On the other hand, the fast locking of the laser to the comb transferred the fast phase noise component resulting from the servo bumps of the comb to the master laser and the master laser to the reference cavity. We have shown that this high-frequency phase-noise imposes decoherence when performing fast operations on the ion.
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